Dear Graduate Officers and Graduate Administrators:

Please feel free to notify your graduate students who are **Chilean citizens** of the following fellowship opportunity:

**CONICYT Advanced Human Capital Development Program**

**Eligibility:** For current graduate students and incoming graduate students (with letter of admission from MIT) who are Chilean citizens.

Link to details and application for Masters students: [http://www.conicyt.cl/573/article-40474.html](http://www.conicyt.cl/573/article-40474.html)
Application call will close on May 17, 2012
For incoming Masters students, the fellowship may be granted for a maximum period of two years. For continuing students, the fellowship will be granted for the time remaining to complete time remaining in the program (up to 2 years).

Link to details and application for PhD students: [http://www.conicyt.cl/573/article-39819.html](http://www.conicyt.cl/573/article-39819.html)
Application call will close on April 17, 2012
For incoming PhD students, the fellowship may be granted for a maximum period of four years. For continuing students, the fellowship will be granted for the time remaining to complete time remaining in the program (up to 4 years).

CONICYT is in the process of setting up a similar program specifically for MIT students and we will send you the information for this program once it is established.

Please note that the fellowship administration for both the general and MIT-specific programs will be carried out by CONICYT, who may impose additional eligibility requirements, including return residency obligations.

For questions on eligibility requirements, please contact CONICYT directly: [http://www.conicyt.cl/documentos/becas/formularios_becas.html](http://www.conicyt.cl/documentos/becas/formularios_becas.html)
Comisión Nacional de Investigación Científica y Tecnológica - CONICYT
Canadá 308, Providencia, Santiago de Chile
Teléfono: (56 2) 3654400